




Dear Members,

Teamwork is defined as a series of activities where two or more people work collaboratively 
towards a common aim. Consideration should be given to putting together a balanced effective 
team - team building (more in a moment). The team should ideally be cross-functional in its 
nature, made up of people with different but complementary skills.

The group environment in which the team operate ideally should be supportive, positive and 
underpinned by strong communication and plenty of encouragement. An effective method 
of tasking individuals should be established, with an opportunity for everybody to feedback 
and provide opinions and draw on others’ experiences to collectively solve problems. The 
team leader needs to display strong people management skills to ensure the team operates 
effectively using these principles.

Teamwork has a number of distinct advantages over working as individuals. These include: 
Increased moral, as people believe they have a stake in something, are supported by others 
and if stuck, can seek assistance to get the job done. More challenging problems can be tackled 
faster by drawing on the team’s collective skills, experience and knowledge. Often solutions 
proposed by the team have greater credibility and therefore are more likely to be accepted. 
Proposals tend to be thorough, having drawn on the collective experience and skills of the 
group, as well as being scrutinised by all.

Working collaboratively helps team members to learn and develop, as they share ideas and 
experiences. Teamwork encourages communication, trust, support and a positive working 
environment – all important for improved business productivity.

The  Association activities are conducted through collective decision making and team work, 
resulting in huge success in programmes and projects. Examples are SITARC and COINDIA. 
The functioning of sub committees on various subjects, particularly technical committee of 
SIEMA is a classic example for team work.

Meet you in next issue.

With regards,

V. Krishnakumar
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A lone brain at times is not competent to capture 
critical decisions on its own.  Human beings 

constantly necessitate the support and assistance 
of others to draw closer to an effectual solution. 
When people fasten together on a regular platform 
with a general intent to achieve a task, a team is 
created. Preferably, the team members should be 
from a common background and have a common 
goal to make sure utmost compatibility. The team 
members must harmonize each other and work in 
close dexterity as a solitary element to convey their 
best at work place. 

As illustrious American Writer, Michael Jordan 
says, “There is no I in Team Work,” every individual 
ought to think of his team first and the individual 
interests are required to take a back seat. The 
triumph of any team is in a straight line comparative 
to the relation amongst its team members and their 
shared efforts.

Corporate Team Building
Corporate team building facilitates company 
culture, which 88% of employees’ belief leads to 
business success. Aside from the oft-needed morale 
boost, team building often allows team members to 
exhibit and develop leadership skills. 

“Gallup’s data show teams that focus 
on strengths every day have 12.5% greater 
productivity.” - How Employees’ Strengths 
Make Your Company Stronger, Feb 2014 by Susan 
Sorenson.

The corporate believe teams are at the heart of 
every successful organization. The bottom line is 

that an organization thrives when teamwork is at its 
best.  

Team Work – A Big Challenge
However, enhancing team work continues to be 
a greater challenge for the corporate, either big 
or small, even today.  Lack of communication, 
individual interests and distrust among employees 
are some of the repeated troubles experienced in 
today’s corporate. 

In fact, a research by Sales force shows that 86% 
of employees and executives allude to lack of 
group effort or futile communication for workplace 
failures.

As a result, it is very imperative to cheer up and 
build a team work culture, where employees trust 
and respect each other.

“A team is not a group of people who work 
together. A team is people who trust each other.”

- Simon Sinek

Importance of Team Work at Work Place
• Team work activates resourcefulness
• Team work crafts workforce more contented
• Team work guides learning
• Work pace develops with Teamwork
• Team work contributes to revenue generation
• Team work nurtures powerful work relationships
• Teams can self – monitor
• Team work conveys a sense of achievement
• Team Work persuades Accountability

Crafting Incandescent 
Teamwork Culture 
for moving ahead

“If everyone is moving forward TogeTher ,
then success  takes care of itself.”

— Henry Ford

Dr. N.R. Alamelu 
Principal, Sri Ramakrishna Engineering College
Dr. R. Mary Metilda
Professor & Head, SREC Business School
Mr. A. Grace Antony Rose
Asst. Prof., SREC Business School
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The greatest danger for most of us is not that our aim is too high and we miss it, 
but that it is too low and we reach it.



Steps for a Better Team Work If team work drives innovation and creativity at 
work place, work force diversity play a vital role to 
ensure cross – fertilization of ideas. 

“First, you need to have diverse people on board. 
When you put together people from different 
backgrounds, it becomes a melting point of ideas, 
which drives innovation.”

        -  Harsh C. Mariwala, Chairman, 
Marico

Enhancing Team Work in Academia
Today’s education is characterized as the epitome 
of technology and inducement of innovation. The 
academic institutions started understanding the real 
need and significance of team work, which in turn 
will lead to their long run success. Few examples 
like Peer Mentoring, Interactive Talks, Symposiums, 
Workshops, Simulation Games, Students’ Clubs, 
Innovation Centers, Entrepreneurship Development 
Cell, Societal Activities, Collaborative Research, 
Competitive Events, and Sports witness the 
imperative role of team work in the educational 
institutions. The following are the identified 
key attributes for a successful team work in the 
Academia:

Enhanced Team Work in Today’s 
Business World
Today’s Businesses look more for innovation and 
creativity. To endure and grow in the competitive 
world, all businesses call for a culture that is 
inductive to enhance innovation and creativity. The 
Future Group has a “Zero to One” and a “One to 
Hundred” approach. 

“The Zero to One team drives innovation in 
creation and the One to Hundred team drives 
innovation in adoption, execution and growth.” 

    - Kishore Biyani, Founder & Group CEO, 
Future Group

A person working on one aspect of it has 
to understand the creative needs of the other 
departments and collaborate accordingly. Therefore, 
many people work together behind the curtains to 
bring a spectacular piece of content in front of us.

how would a whole world of these tasks be 
done beautifully without exercising teamwork?

Teamwork is almost indispensable in 
defining the success of any business.
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Think about your team first

Discuss

Avoid Criticism

• Transparency must be maintained
• Healthy interaction must be 

promoted among the team 
members

• The team leader must take the 
responsibility of encouraging the 
team members

• Try to understand your team 
members well

• Rewards and Recognition - Healthy 
competition must be encouraged 
among the team members

• Avoid conflicts in your 
team

Life's like a movie; write your own ending, keep believing, keep pretending.
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Team work is the collaborative 
work of a group of people 

together towards a common goal. 
Over these several thousand 
years, mankind has survived on 
various conditions to reach this 
state of civilization that we are 
now. We overcome the tough times because of our 
teamwork and supported each other. One can say 
that human have cognitive thinking abilities much 
higher than other species. Mankind needs to learn 
from animals for working as a successful team. The 
key elements in team work such as communication, 
trust, conflict resolving and problem solving are 
having great natural models.

Ant’s Communication
We all might have noticed that when ants move 
on a trail, they often touch each other with their 
antennae (long feelers on the head) when they meet. 
These antennae are very sensitive and contains 
some smell and touch organs. So when they touch 
each other they can recognize and communicate 
with each other. This helps them to follow the smell 
of these trails to and from the nest. Ants also smell 
of the food they collect, so other ants can tell what 
they found. Apart from this, ants can carry heavier 
objects in their jaws. Relative to their size, their 
muscles are thicker than those of larger animals, 
even human. This ratio enables them to produce 
more force and carry larger object. This makes them 
to work together and carry heavier loads even for 
long distance.

Learning: Proper communication can build a 
strong bond in a team. Team can achieve their goal 

even it is heavier for 
them to do.

Meerkat’s Trust
The Meerkat (also 
called Suricates) is a 
small carnivoran in the 
mangoose family. They 
live in forest in harsh and 
dangerous conditions, 
because at any time, they 
may get attacked by other animals like Lion, Tiger, 
etc., So they have a very smart survival strategy, 
which is based on mutual trust. They assign one 
member to guard the whole team, as soon as they 
spot any danger, they alert the whole clan, which 
then has enough time to run for safety. If that one 
slip to alert the team, then their entire life will be at 
risk, but still they do it with high rate of trust.

Learning: No one in the team can grow or 
achieve much individually until you trust your 
team and work together.

Team Work
from animals

Coming together is beginning. 
Keeping together is progress. 
Working together is success.

– Henry Ford

Cover Story

Dr. K. Kanthavel, ME, Ph D.,
Assistant Professor, 

Dept of Mechanical Engg.,
Coordinator - ED Cell

Anna University Regional Campus 
Coimbatore

There is no security in this life. There is only opportunity.
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Chimpanzees’ Conflict resolution
There are high chances for Chimpanzees to get 
misunderstanding with each other and that may 
even lead to conflict. After the conflict, they resolve 
it by getting close to each other by grooming, hugs 
and kisses. This serves to diffuse the chances of 
future conflict. After the fight, the chimp who 
comes off worse in a conflict is the one who initiates 
reconciliation.

Learning: A team will have different 
personalities and different thoughts, there are 

always chances of conflict occur over differences. 
Remember that conflict will affect the entire team, 
thereby creating negativity. So it is essential to 
understand the importance of resolving conflicts 
and maintaining amiability.

Hyenas’ Problem Solving

w	 Põ¯®	 Sn©õP	 C»Á®	 ¤]øÚ	 öPõg\®	 Gkzx	

AuøÚ	ö£õi	öŒ#x		uhÁ	]µõ#¨¤ÚõÀ	HØ£mkÒÍ	

Põ¯[PÒ Sn©õS®.

w	 ¦sPÒ ©ØÖ® ¦øµPÒ BÓ Evµ©õ Cø»ø¯ |ßS 

Aøµzx	CµÂÀ	£ØÖ÷£õmk	Põø»°À	GkUP	3	|õÎÀ	

Sn©õS®.

w	 Põ¯[PÒ	Sn©õP	A›ÁõÒ©øÚ	Cø»,	§sk	Cø»,	

S¨ø£÷©Û	Cø»,	§sk	ªÍS	AøÚzx®	JßÓõP	

÷Œºzx	Aøµzx	Pmh»õ®.

öÁmkUPõ¯® Sn©õP

w	 öÁmkUPõ¯[PÒ	Sn©õP	C»¢øu	©µzvß	Cø»ø¯	

ø©¯	Aøµzx	Põ¯zvß	«x	uhÁ	Sn©õS®.

w	 ¦[Pß	Cø»ø¯	Aøµzx	öÁmk	£mh	Chzvß	«x	

øÁzx	Pmh	|õÍøhÂÀ	Sn©õS®.

w	 Ai£mh	Põ¯[PÒ	^À	¤iUPõ©À	BÓ	ªÍPõ#	ÁzuÀ	

|ßÓõP	Aøµzx	Põ¯®	«x	PmhÄ®.

w	 S¨ø£÷©Û	 Cø»	 Aøµzx	 öÁmk£mh	 Põ¯[PÒ	

«x	uhÂÚõÀ	^À	(Septic) ¤iUPõx.

w	 öÁmkUPõ¯[PÒ	 BÓ	 Á\®¦zyøÍ	 Põ¯zvß	 «x	

yÁ»õ®.

¦sPÒ BÓ

w	 ö£¸[Põ¯zxhß	 ÷Á¨¤ø»ø¯	 ø©¯	 Aøµzx	

Põ¯zvß	«x	uhÂ	Á¢uõÀ	Sn©õS®.

w	 ¦Î¯©µzvß	 £møh	 ö£õi	 öŒ#x	 £õ¾hß	 P»¢x	

uhÂÁ¢uõÀ	¦sPÒ	BÖ®.

w	 Azv¨£õ¼øÚ	uhÂÚõÀ	Põ¯[PÒ	¦sPÒ	BÖ®.

w	 ]Ôx	 PkUPõ#ö£õi	 Gkzx	 ÷u[Põ#	 Gsön²hß	

SÇ¨¤	¦sPÒ	«x	uhÂÚõÀ	¦sPÒ	Sn©õS®.

Eh¼À HØ£mkÒÍ 
Põ¯® Sn©õP

Destiny is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of choice. 
It is not a thing to be waited for, it is a thing to be achieved.

Spotted Hyenas are smarter and they outperform 
the primates on cooperative problem-solving 
tests. Captive pairs of spotted hyenas that needs 
to tug two ropes in unison to earn a food reward 
cooperated successfully and learned the maneuvers 
quickly with no training. Experienced hyenas even 
helped inexperienced partners to do the trick.

Learning: Team of group of workers may be 
able to address certain problems better together 
than individually.
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GÎvÀ	 Aøh¯	 •i²®.	 JÆöÁõ¸Á¸US®	

uÛzuÛ¯õP	 Â¸¨¦	 öÁÖ¨¦PÒ	 C¸¢uõ¾®	

AÁØøÓö¯À»õ®	¤ßÝUSz	uÒÎ	øÁzxÂmk,	

{ÖÁÚzvß	 SÔU÷PõÒPøÍ	 ö|g]À	 øÁzx,	

Cøn¢x	öŒ¯»õØÓ	÷Ásk®	Gß£÷u	JÆöÁõ¸	

{ÖÁÚzvß	 •ß÷ÚØÓzvØPõÚ	 •uÀ	 Âv.	

Cxuõß,	 £o¦›÷ÁõºPÎß	 uø»Âvø¯÷¯	

©õØÖQßÓ	ÁÀ»ø©	ªUPx.

SÊÂß	öÁØÔUS	Ai¨£øh¯õP	Aø©²®	

•UQ¯©õÚ	I¢x	£s¦PÒ	SÔzx	C[S	ÂÁ›UP	

ÂøÇQ÷Óß.

1.	CnUP©õÚÁµõP	 C¸[PÒ	 2.	uPÁÀ	

£›©õØÓzvÀ	PÁÚ©õP	C¸[PÒ	3.	£õµõmk[PÒ!	

£s£kzx[PÒ!	4.	öÁØÔø¯¨	£Qº¢x	öPõk[PÒ	

5.	EØŒõP‰mk[PÒ!	FUP¨£kzx[PÒ.

CnUP©õÚÁµõP C¸[PÒ

÷ÁÖ£õhõÚ	 Â¸¨£[PÐ®	 Dk£õkPÐ®	

öPõshÁºPÍõP	 C¸¢uõ¾®,	 ©ØÓÁºPÎß	

Â¸¨£[PÐUS®	 ©v¨£Îzx¨	 £ÇS®	

©ÛuºPøÍ÷¯	 GÀ÷»õ¸®	 Â¸®¦QßÓõºPÒ.	

GuØöPkzuõ¾®	 \mh®	 ÷£]	 ÂÁõu®	 öŒ#²®	

|£ºPÍõÀ	 ©ØÓÁºPÎß	 ©Ú[PøÍ	 öÁÀÁx	

ªPÄ®	 PiÚ®.	 ÷©¾®	 SøÓ÷¯	 CÀ»õu	

©ÛuºPÒ	CÀø»	Gß£øu²®	Enº¢x	öPõsk,	

SøÓPõq®	 ©Ú¨£õßø©ø¯z	 uÂºzx	

{øÓPøÍ¨	 ÷£õØÖ®	 Sn•øh¯ÁºP÷Í	

GÀ÷»õøµ²®	 uß£õÀ	 DºUS®	 Põ¢u	 \Uv	

Eøh¯ÁºPÍõPz	vPÌQÓõºPÒ.

J¸Á¸øh¯ öÁØÔUS Ai¨£øh¯õP 

Aø©Áx	AÁ¸øh¯	AÔÄzvÓß	©mk©À»	

£s¦PÐ®uõß.	 B®!	 AÔÄ	 ö£ØÔ¸¨£uõÀ	

©mk÷©	 J¸ÁµõÀ	 öÁØÔU	 PÛPøÍ¨	

£ÔzxÂh	 •i¯õx.	 HöÚßÓõÀ	 J¸Á¸øh¯	

öÁØÔUS	AÁ¸øh¯	EøÇ¨¦hß,	©ØÓÁºPÎß	

JzxøÇ¨¦®	 FUSÂ¨¦®	 ÷Ásk®.	 ÷©¾®	

GÀ÷»õ›h•®	 _‰P©õP¨	 £ÇS®	 vÓß	

ö£ØÓÁºPÍõÀ	 ©mk÷©	 Gv¾®	 GÎvÀ	 öÁØÔ	

ö£Ó•i²®.	 HöÚßÓõÀ	öÁØÔUSz	 uÛ©Ûuz	

vÓß	 ©mk®	 ÷£õuõx,	 ußÝhß	 £o¯õØÖ®	

©ØÓÁºPÐhß	 TmhõP	 Cøn¢x	 öŒ¯»õØÖ®	

vÓÝ®	£s¦®	÷Ásk®.

uÛ©ÛuøÚ¨	 ÷£õ»÷Á,	 J¸	 {ÖÁÚzvß	

öÁØÔUS Ai¨£øh¯õP Aø©Áx A[S 

£o¯õØÖ®	©ÛuºPÎß	AÔÄz	vÓß	©mk©À»,	

AÁºPÐøh¯	 ©Ûu	 EÓÄ¨	 £s¦PÐ®uõß.	

AuõÁx	 ©ØÓÁºPÐhß	 CnUP©õPÄ®	

JzxøÇ¨£õÄ®	 Cøn¢x	 £o¯õØÖ®	 vÓß	

ö£ØÓÁºP÷Í	J¸	{ÖÁÚzvß	AøŒUP	•i¯õu	

öŒõzx	 GßÓõÀ	 AxªøP¯À».	 B®!	 uÛ©Ûu	

öÁØÔUS®	 SÊÂß	 öÁØÔUS®	 Ai¨£øhz	

÷uøÁ	©Ûu	EÓÄz	vÓß.	AuõÁx	©Ú[PÒ	÷uõÖ®	

EÓÄ¨	 £¢u¼hz	 öu›¢uÁºPÒ	 G[Q¸¢uõ¾®	

öÁØÔ	 ÷uÁøu	AÁºPÐUS	 ö|ØÔz	 v»Pªmk	

©QÌQÓõÒ.	 {ÖÁÚzvß	 £À÷ÁÖ	 {ø»PÎÀ	

£o¯õØÖ®	JÆöÁõ¸	uÛ|£¸®	©ØÓÁºP÷Íõk	

TmhõP	 J¸[Qøn¢x	 öŒ¯À£h	 ÷Ásk®.	

A¨ö£õÊxuõß	 {ÖÁÚzvß	 C»USPøÍ	

]¢uøÚU PÂbº

hõUhº PÂuõŒß
C¯USÚº ©ØÖ® uø»Áº, 

©ÛuÁÍ	@©®£õmkz	xøÓ 
¹mì	{ÖÁÚ[PÒ,	@PõøÁ

SÊ öÁØÔUS 
I¢x £s¦PÒ

It's never too late to be what you might have been.
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J¸]»º	 G¨ö£õÊx®	 CÖUP©õP÷Á	

C¸¨£õºPÒ.	©õØÖU	 P¸zxUPøÍ	G¨ö£õÊx®	

HØP	 ©õmhõºPÒ.	 ¦v¯	 P¸zxPÐUS®	

÷¯õ\øÚPÐUS®	 ¦Ó•xøP÷¯	 PõmkÁõºPÒ.	

AÆÁõÓõÚ	AqS•øÓ	 ]Ó¢ux	AÀ».	 ¦v¯Ú	

Â¸®¦®	 ©Ú¨£õßø©	 Eøh¯ÁºPÍõP	

C¸¢uõÀuõß	GÀ÷»õ›h•®	C¸US®	|ØP¸zøu	

EÒÁõ[Q	 öPõsk	 •ß÷ÚØÓ¨	 £iPÎÀ	

öuõhº¢x	öŒÀ»•i²®.

uPÁÀ £›©õØÓzvÀ PÁÚ©õP C¸[PÒ

uPÁÀPøÍ	 ÷ŒP›¨£v¾®,	 AÁØøÓ	

©ØÓÁºP÷Íõk	£Qº¢x	öPõÒÁv¾®	~m£[PøÍ	

AÔ¢xÒÍÁºPÍõPz	vPÊ[PÒ.	G¢uz	uPÁø»²®	

GÆÁõÖ	 •ß÷ÚØÓzvØS¨	 £¯ß£kzxÁx	

GßÖ®	]¢uøÚ	öŒ#²[PÒ.

£õµõmk[PÒ! £s£kzx[PÒ

E[PÐøh¯	 SÊ	 EÖ¨¤ÚºPøÍ²®	 Sk®£	

EÖ¨¤ÚºPøÍ²®	 Áõ#¨¦U	 QøhUS®	

÷£õöuÀ»õ®	 £õµõmk[PÒ.	 £õµõmkUPÒ	

£ß©h[S	 £»ß	 öPõkUS®.	 ]ßÚa	

]ßÚ	 £õµõmkUPÒ	 ö£›¯	 FUSÂ¨£õP	

Aø©²®.	 £õµõmkÁx	 Esø©¯õÚuõPÄ®	

EÒÍ¨§ºÁ©õPÄ®	 C¸UP	 ÷Ásk®.	 ÷©¾®	

ö£õxÁõP¨	 £õµõmhõ©À,	 öŒ#u	 |ØöŒ¯ø»	

SÔ¨¤mk¨	 £õµõmk®	 ÷£õxuõß	 £õµõmk¨	

ö£Ö÷Áõ¸øh¯	 EÒÍ	 ö|QÌa]²®	 CßÝ®	

{øÓ¯a	 ŒõvUP	 ÷Ásk®	 GßÓ	 ÷ÁmøP²®	

EshõS®.

öÁØÔø¯¨ £Q›¢x öPõk[PÒ

E[PÐøh¯	öÁØÔuõß	SÊÂß	öÁØÔ!	SÊÂß	

öÁØÔuõß	 E[PÐøh¯	 öÁØÔ	 GßÓ	 {ø»°À	

C¸¢x,	 JÆöÁõ¸	 •øÓ	 öÁØÔ	 ö£Ö®÷£õx®,	

SÊ	 A[PzvÚøµ	 £õµõmi	 ©QÇ	 ÷Ásk®.	

÷©¾®	JÆöÁõ¸	öÁØÔUS®	Põµn©õP	EøÇzu	

EÖ¨¤ÚºPÐUS	 ]Ó¨¦	 öÁS©vPÒ	 öPõkUP	

÷Ásk®.

÷uõÀÂ	 ÷|¸®÷£õx	 EÖ¨¤ÚºPøÍ	

AµÁønzx	 BÖuÀ	 öŒõÀ¼	 FUP¨£kzu	

÷Ásk®.	 öÁØÔ	ö£Ö®	÷£õx	JÆöÁõ¸Á¸®	

u[PÐøh¯	 •¯Ø]US®	 EøÇ¨¦US®	

Qøhzu	 öÁØÔ¯õP	 Enº¢x	 ©QÊ®	 Ásn®	

AøÚÁ¸US®	öÁØÔø¯¨	£Qº¢uÎUP	÷Ásk®.

÷£õP ÷£õP

÷©¾®	E[PÐUSz	öu›²®	uPÁÀPøÍ	SÊÂß	

©ØÓ	 A[PzvÚ¸hÝ®	 £Qº¢x	 öPõÒÐ[PÒ.	

E[PÐøh¯	 ÷£a]¾®	 ]¢uøÚ°¾®	 öuÎÄ®	

÷|õUP•®	 C¸UPmk®.	 Ãs	 ÷£a_®	 öÁmi	

ÂÁõu[PÐ®	 ]UPÀPøÍz	 uõß	 E¸ÁõUS®.	

BP÷Á	 E¯ºÂØS	 EuÄ®	 Âu©õP	 E[PÐøh¯	

÷£a_	 C¸UP	 ÷Ásk®	 Gß£vÀ	 PÁÚ®	

öŒ¾zx[PÒ.	 Ax÷£õ»÷Á	 ©ØÓÁºPÒ	 ÷£_®	

÷£õx	 Aøu	 Põx	 öPõkzxU	 ÷Pmk	 Auß	

Aºzuzøu	 EÒÍzvÀ	 £v¯	 øÁ²[PÒ.	 \›¯õÚ	

¦›u¾®	 ÷|ºzv¯õÚ	 uPÁÀ	 £›©õØÓ•®	 SÊ	

öÁØÔUS	ªPÄ®	AÁ]¯®.

EØŒõP‰mk[PÒ

\P©ÛuºPøÍ	 EØŒõP‰mkÁuß	 ‰»©õP	

|®ø©	|õ÷©	FUSÂzxU	öPõÒQ÷Óõ®	Gß£øu	

{øÚÂÀ	 öPõÒÐ[PÒ.	 G›²®	 ÂÍUPõÀuõß	

©ØÓ	 ÂÍUSPøÍ	 HØÓ•i²®.	 Ax÷£õ»	

EØŒõP©õP	 C¸¨£ÁºPÍõÀuõß	 ©ØÓÁºPøÍ	

FUP¨£kzu	•i²®.

J¸÷£õx®	“GßÚhõ		ÁõÌUøP?”	GÚ	\¼zxU	

öPõÒÍõ©À	 “Cx	 GßÝøh¯	 ÁõÌUøP”	 GßÓ	

BUP	]¢uøÚ²hß	“|õß EØŒõP©õP C¸UQ÷Óß” 
“|õß Cß£©õP £o¯õØÖQ÷Óß” “GÚUS	

GÚx	 ÷Áø»	 ¤izv¸UQÓx”	 Gß£x	 ÷£õßÓ	

÷|º©øÓa	]¢uøÚPøÍ	G¨ö£õÊx®	EÒÍzvÀ	

uÁÇÂmkU	öPõs÷h	C¸[PÒ.

÷©¾®,	 ¯õøµa	 \¢vzuõ¾®,	 AÁºPÐUS	

¦ß•ÖÁ¾hß	 Ti¯	 ÁnUP®	 öŒ¾zx[PÒ.	

“ÁõÌP	ÁÍ•hß”	GÚ	ö|gŒõµ	ÁõÌzx[PÒ.	AøuU	

÷Pmk	 AÁºPÐ®	 ©QÌÁõºPÒ.	 Auß	 ‰»©õP	

E[PøÍa	 _ØÔ	 ÷|º©øÓ¯õÚ	 AvºÁø»PÒ	

E¸ÁõS®.	©QÌÁõÚ	©Ú{ø»²hß	£o¯õØÖ®	

÷£õx	 PøÍ¨¦z	÷uõßÖÁvÀø»	GÚ	B#ÄPÒ	

{¹¤zxÒÍÚ.

BP÷Á	 G¨ö£õÊx®	 EØŒõP©õPa	

öŒ¯»õØÖÁ÷uõk	 EhÛ¸¨÷£õøµ²®	 EØŒõP¨	

£kzvU	 öPõs÷h	 £o¯õØÖ[PÒ.	 öÁØÔ°ß	

öÁÎa\®	E[PøÍz	uÊÂU	öPõÒÐ®.

If you have no critics, you'll likely have no success.
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Today’s teams are different from the teams of the 
past: They’re far more diverse, dispersed, digital, 

and dynamic (with frequent changes in membership). 
But while teams face new hurdles, their success 
still hinges on a core set of fundamentals for group 
collaboration.

The basics of team effectiveness were identified 
by J. Richard Hackman, a pioneer in the field of 
organizational behavior who began studying teams 
in the 1970s. In more than 40 years of research, he 
uncovered a groundbreaking insight: What matters 
most to collaboration is not the personalities, 
attitudes, or behavioral styles of team members. 
Instead, what teams need to thrive are certain 

“enabling conditions.” In our own studies, we’ve 
found that three of Hackman’s conditions—a 
compelling direction, a strong structure, and a 
supportive context—continue to be particularly 
critical to team success. In fact, today those three 
requirements demand more attention than ever. But 
we’ve also seen that modern teams are vulnerable to 
two corrosive problems—“us versus them” thinking 
and incomplete information. Overcoming those 
pitfalls requires a fourth critical condition: a shared 
mindset. 

The Enabling Conditions
Let’s explore in greater detail how to create a climate 
that helps diverse, dispersed, digital, dynamic 
teams—what we like to call 4-D teams—attain high 
performance.

Strong Structure

Teams also need the right mix and number of 
members, optimally designed tasks and processes, 

and norms that discourage destructive behavior 
and promote positive dynamics.

High-performing teams include members with 
a balance of skills. Every individual doesn’t have 
to possess superlative technical and social skills, 
but the team overall needs a healthy dose of both. 
Diversity in knowledge, views, and perspectives, as 
well as in age, gender, and race, can help teams be 
more creative and avoid groupthink.

Team members from diverse backgrounds often 
interpret a group’s goals differently.

This is one area where 4-D teams often have an 
advantage. In research we conducted at the World 
Bank, we found that teams benefited from having 
a blend of cosmopolitan and local members—that 
is, people who have lived in multiple countries and 
speak multiple languages, and people with deep 
roots in the area they’re working in. Cosmopolitan 
members bring technical knowledge and skills and 
expertise that apply in many situations, while locals 
bring country knowledge and insight into an area’s 
politics, culture, and tastes. In one of the bank’s teams, 
this combination proved critical to the success of a 

The Secrets of
GreaT Teamwork

Diversity in knowledge, views, 
and perspectives, as well as in age, 
gender, and race, can help 
teams be more creative.

project upgrading an urban slum in West Africa. A 
local member pointed out that a microcredit scheme 
might be necessary to help residents pay for the new 
water and sanitation services planned by the team, 
while a cosmopolitan member shared valuable 
information about problems faced in trying to 

“

”

Cover Story

Winners make a habit of manufacturing their own positive expectations in advance of the event.
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implement such programs in other countries. Taking 
both perspectives into account, the team came up 
with a more sustainable design for its project.

Adding members is of course one way to ensure 
that a team has the requisite skills and diversity, 
but increased size comes with costs. Larger teams 
are more vulnerable to poor communication, 
fragmentation, and free riding (due to a lack of 
accountability). In the executive sessions we lead, 
we frequently hear managers lament that teams 
become bloated as global experts are pulled in and 
more members are recruited to increase buy-in from 
different locations, divisions, or functions. Team 
leaders must be vigilant about adding members 
only when necessary. The aim should be to include 
the minimum number—and no more. One manager 
told us that anytime she receives a request to add 
a team member, she asks what unique value that 
person will bring to the group and, in cases where 
the team is already at capacity, which current 
member will be released.

Team assignments should be designed with 
equal care. Not every task has to be highly creative 
or inspiring; many require a certain amount of 
drudgery. But leaders can make any task more 
motivating by ensuring that the team is responsible 
for a significant piece of work from beginning to 
end, that the team members have a lot of autonomy 
in managing that work, and that the team receives 
performance feedback on it.

With 4-D teams, people in different locations 
often handle different components of a task, which 
raises challenges. Consider a software design team 
based in Santa Clara, California, that sends chunks 
of code to its counterparts in Bangalore, India, to 
revise overnight. Such 24/7 development is common 
as firms seek to use time zone differences to their 
advantage. But in one such team we spoke with, 
that division of labor was demotivating, because it 
left the Indian team members with a poor sense of 
how the pieces of code fit together and with little 
control over what they did and how. Moreover, the 
developers in Bangalore got feedback only when 
what they sent back didn’t fit. Repartitioning the 
work to give them ownership over an entire module 
dramatically increased their motivation and 
engagement and improved the quality, quantity, 
and efficiency of their work.

Destructive dynamics can also undermine 
collaborative efforts. We’ve all seen team members 
withhold information, pressure people to conform, 
avoid responsibility, cast blame, and so on. Teams 
can reduce the potential for dysfunction by 

establishing clear norms—rules that spell out a small 
number of things members must always do (such 
as arrive at meetings on time and give everyone a 
turn to speak) and a small number they must never 
do (such as interrupt). Instilling such norms is 
especially important when team members operate 
across different national, regional, or organizational 
cultures (and may not share the same view of, for 
example, the importance of punctuality). And 
in teams whose membership is fluid, explicitly 
reiterating norms at regular intervals is key.

Supportive context
Having the right support is the third condition that 
enables team effectiveness. This includes maintaining 
a reward system that reinforces good performance, 
an information system that provides access to 
the data needed for the work, and an educational 
system that offers training, and last—but not least—
securing the material resources required to do the 
job, such as funding and technological assistance. 
While no team ever gets everything it wants, leaders 
can head off a lot of problems by taking the time to 
get the essential pieces in place from the start.

Ensuring a supportive context is often difficult 
for teams that are geographically distributed and 
digitally dependent, because the resources available 
to members may vary a lot. Consider the experience 
of Jim, who led a new product-development team 
at General Mills that focused on consumer goods 
for the Mexican market. While Jim was based in 
the United States, in Minnesota, some members of 
his team were part of a wholly owned subsidiary 
in Mexico. The team struggled to meet its deadlines, 
which caused friction. But when Jim had the 
opportunity to visit his Mexican team members, he 
realized how poor their IT was and how strapped 
they were for both capital and people—particularly 
in comparison with the headquarters staff. In that 
one visit Jim’s frustration turned to admiration for 
how much his Mexican colleagues were able to 
accomplish with so little, and he realized that the 
problems he’d assumed were due to a clash between 
cultures were actually the result of differences in 
resources. 

Shared mindset
Establishing the first three enabling conditions will 
pave the way for team success, as Hackman and 
his colleagues showed. But our research indicates 
that today’s teams need something more. Distance 
and diversity, as well as digital communication and 
changing membership, make them especially prone 
to the problems of “us versus them” thinking and 

It is not how much we do, but how much love we put in the doing. 
It is not how much we give, but how much love we put in the giving.
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incomplete information. The solution to both is 
developing a shared mindset among team members—
something team leaders can do by fostering a 
common identity and common understanding.

In the past teams typically consisted of a stable 
set of fairly homogeneous members who worked 
face-to-face and tended to have a similar mindset. 
But that’s no longer the case, and teams now often 
perceive themselves not as one cohesive group 
but as several smaller subgroups. This is a natural 
human response: Our brains use cognitive shortcuts 
to make sense of our increasingly complicated 
world, and one way to deal with the complexity of 
a 4-D team is to lump people into categories. But 
we also are inclined to view our own subgroup—
whether it’s our function, our unit, our region, or 
our culture—more positively than others, and that 
habit often creates tension and hinders collaboration.

The team’s problems were due to differences in 
resources, not to a cultural clash.

This was the challenge facing Alec, the 
manager of an engineering team at ITT tasked with 
providing software solutions for high-end radio 
communications. His team was split between Texas 
and New Jersey, and the two groups viewed each 
other with skepticism and apprehension. Differing 
time zones, regional cultures, and even accents all 
reinforced their dissimilarities, and Alec struggled 
to keep all members up to speed on strategies, 
priorities, and roles. The situation got so bad that 
during a team visit to a customer, members from 
the two offices even opted to stay in separate hotels. 
In an effort to unite the team, Alec took everyone 
out to dinner, only to find the two groups sitting at 
opposite ends of the table.

Incomplete information is likewise more 
prevalent in 4-D teams. Very often, certain team 
members have important information that others 
do not, because they are experts in specialized areas 
or because members are geographically dispersed, 
new, or both. That information won’t provide much 
value if it isn’t communicated to the rest of the team. 
After all, shared knowledge is the cornerstone of 
effective collaboration; it gives a group a frame of 
reference, allows the group to interpret situations 
and decisions correctly, helps people understand 
one another better, and greatly increases efficiency.

Digital dependence often impedes information 
exchange, however. In face-to-face teams, 
participants can rely on nonverbal and contextual 
cues to provide insight into what’s going on. 
When we walk into an in-person meeting, for 
example, we can immediately sense the individual 

and collective moods of the people in the room—
information that we use (consciously or not) to 
tailor subsequent interactions. Having to rely on 
digital communication erodes the transmission of 
this crucial type of intelligence.

Some effects of incomplete information came 
to light during a recent executive education session 
at Takeda Pharmaceuticals in Japan. The audience 
was split roughly 50/50 between employees based 
in Japan and those based in the United States. One 
of the U.S. managers took the opportunity to ask 
about something that had puzzled him. Takeda’s 

“share the pain” strategy for dealing with time zone 
differences alternated the scheduling of conference 
calls between late nights in America and late 
nights in Asia, and he wondered why his Japanese 
colleagues seemed to take their late-night calls in the 
office, while he and his U.S. colleagues always took 
them at home. His Japanese colleagues’ responses 
revealed a variety of motivations for this choice—
desire for work/life separation, a need to run 
language questions by coworkers, and the lack of 
home office space in a typical Osaka apartment. But 
the result was the same: Though Takeda executives 
had intended to “share the pain,” they had not. The 
Americans left the office at a normal hour, had dinner 
with their families, and held calls in the comfort of 
their homes, while their Japanese colleagues stayed 
in the office, missed time with their families, and 
hoped calls ended before the last train home. In this 
case, however, the incomplete information wasn’t 
about the task; it was about something equally 
critical: how the Japanese members of the team 
experienced their work and their relationships with 
distant team members.

Fortunately, there are many ways team leaders 
can actively foster a shared identity and shared 
understanding and break down the barriers to 
cooperation and information exchange. One 
powerful approach is to ensure that each subgroup 
feels valued for its contributions toward the team’s 
overall goals.

Returning to Alec, the manager of the team 
whose subgroups booked separate hotels: While his 
dinner started with the Texas colleagues at one end 
of the table and the New Jersey colleagues at the 
other, by its close signs had emerged that the team 
was chipping away at its internal wall. Over the 
following weeks, Alec stressed the important roles 
members from the two offices played in achieving 
the team’s exciting and engaging goal—designing 
new software for remotely monitoring hardware. 
He emphasized that both subteams contributed 
necessary skills and pointed out that they depended 

People take different roads seeking fulfillment and happiness. 
Just because they're not on your road doesn't mean they've gotten lost.
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on each other for success. To build more bridges, 
he brought the whole team together several more 
times over the next few months, creating shared 
experiences and common reference points and 
stories. Because of his persistent efforts, team 
members started to view the team not as “us and 
them” but as “we.”

You can prime teams for success by focusing on 
the four fundamentals.

Many participants in our field research and 
executive education sessions promote shared 
understanding through a practice called “structured 
unstructured time”—that is, time blocked off in the 
schedule to talk about matters not directly related 
to the task at hand. Often this is done by reserving 
the first 10 minutes of teamwide meetings for open 
discussion. The idea is to provide an opportunity 
for members to converse about whatever aspects 
of work or daily life they choose, such as office 
politics or family or personal events. This helps 
people develop a more complete picture of distant 
colleagues, their work, and their environment. 
However, team leaders must make the discussion’s 
purpose and norms clear or else face 10 minutes 
of awkwardness as everyone waits for someone to 
speak. 

One team we came across had a related tactic: 
Its members initially “met” over desktop video and 
gave one another virtual tours of their workspaces. 
By simply panning the camera around the room, 
they were able to show their remote colleagues their 
work environment—including things that were 
likely to distract or disrupt them, such as closely 
seated coworkers in an open-plan space or a nearby 
photocopier. After the tours the team members 
found that they were better able to interpret and 
understand distant colleagues’ attitudes and 
behaviors.

Evaluating Your Team
Together the four enabling conditions form a recipe 
for building an effective team from scratch. But even 
if you inherit an existing team, you can set the stage 
for its success by focusing on the four fundamentals. 

How will you know if your efforts are working? 
Hackman proposed evaluating team effectiveness 
on three criteria: output, collaborative ability, and 
members’ individual development. We have found 
that these criteria apply as well as ever and advise 
that leaders use them to calibrate their teams over 
time. The ideal approach combines regular light-
touch monitoring for preventive maintenance and 
less frequent but deeper checks when problems 
arise.

For ongoing monitoring, we recommend a 
simple and quick temperature check: Every few 
months, rate your team on each of the four enabling 
conditions and also on the three criteria of team 
effectiveness. Look in particular at the lowest-scored 
condition and lowest-scored effectiveness criteria, 
and consider how they’re connected. The results 
will show where your team is on track as well as 
where problems may be brewing. 

Does Your Team Measure Up?
To see how your team is doing, evaluate it on the 
three classic criteria of team effectiveness. Then look 
at how well it meets the four conditions that drive 
the success of teams in a diverse, dispersed, digital, 
dynamic business. Underperformance on the criteria 
and weaknesses in the conditions are usually linked. 
Understanding the connections between them can 
help your team identify ways to improve.

If you need a deeper diagnosis—perhaps in 
the face of poor performance or a crisis—block 
out an hour or more to conduct an intervention 
assessment. Carefully examine the links between 
the lowest-rated conditions and team effectiveness 
criteria; managers who do this usually discover 
clear relationships between them, which suggest a 
path forward.

You can conduct both the quick check and the 
deeper intervention on your own or assess overall 
alignment by having all team members assign 
ratings separately. For a team-based check, you 
should compare results across the group. For a 
team-based intervention, you can increase the 
impact by holding a full-scale workshop, where all 
the members get together to discuss and compare 
results. Not only does this give you more-complete 
data—shining a light on potential blind spots—but 
it also reveals differences among viewpoints and 
opens up areas for discussion. We have found that 
it is frequently through the process of comparing 
assessments—a leader’s with the team’s, and the 
team members’ with their peers’—that the deepest 
insights arise.

Teamwork has never been easy—but in recent 
years it has become much more complex. And the 
trends that make it more difficult seem likely to 
continue, as teams become increasingly global, 
virtual, and project-driven. Taking a systematic 
approach to analyzing how well your team is set up 
to succeed—and identifying where improvements 
are needed—can make all the difference. 

We don't stop playing because we grow old; we grow old because we stop playing.
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Technical Committee Meeting on 5th February 2020 at our Association

Officials from Indane met Sri K V Karthik, 
Vice President on 11th February 2020

Organizers – Vibrant Kongunadu met 
Sri Mithun Ramdas on 12th February 2020

Sri Mithun Ramdas, Vice President delivered Inaugural Address during the Inauguration of  
Productivity Day and Productivity Week Celebrations on 12th February 2020 at CPC
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Here are a ten qualities that 
can make a team player 

outstanding in the workplace:

Show Genuine 
Commitment

Team players are genuinely committed to their 
cause. Good team players might make sure they are 
in the office when needed, but great team players 
will make “seat” time worth it and contribute as 
much as possible. They strive for excellence.

Be flexible

Instead of sitting on the bench watching the rest 
of the crew perform, an outstanding team player 
wants to see the magic happen through his or her 
efforts as well. They are flexible to the situations 
thrown their way, and they participate and tackle 
challenges without showing too many signs of 
stress or pressure.

Don’t stay in the shadows

It is not in your interest to just sit quietly and get your 
work done. It’s a good thing to involved others, as 
long as you aren’t bothering people with questions 
you should know the answer to. Great team players 
come to their teammates having prepared their 
ideas clearly.

Be reliable and 
responsible
An excellent team player will be 
reliable and responsible. They 
complete the tasks in order 
of priority, not necessarily in 

order that they’re given. When you’re not sure of 
what should take priority, ask your manager.

Actively listen
You are only a team player if you respectfully 
consider the viewpoints and ideas of other people 
as well. This is why diverse teams have the potential 
to so effective, and it all depends on active listening. 
Active listening is harder than you think. When you 
hear someone saying something you don’t initially 
agree with, keep from interrupting and don’t let 
your mind prepare any counter remarks. Just 
listen, and consider what they’re saying and more 
importantly, why they believe that.

Keep your team informed
Share your opinion and ideas without trying 
to come up with a plan for taking credit for it. 
Transparency is key on a team, so keep your team 
members informed. Planning for your own success 
is important, but whether you get promoted may 
have a lot to do with how you communicated with 
your team members.

Every organization relies 
on good teams. Effective 

teamwork in the workplace 
helps drive the organization 

toward success.

Teamwork In The workplaCe
Qualities of an excellent team player

Cover Story

A ship in harbor is safe, but that is not what ships are for.
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Always be ready to help
Even if it is not in your job description, be generous 
with pointers or tips to help your team members. For 
example, if a member of your team is having trouble 
with a technology tool that is easy for you, offer to 
sit down with him and show him what you know.

Support and respect others
It seems obvious that you wouldn’t want to shut 
someone from your team out, or laugh at other 
people’s ideas, but we do these things in a subtle 
way, without realizing it, all the time. It is important 
to become more self-aware of how you treat others. 
Remember, you’ll receive respect when you give it 
to others. An ideal team player knows how to have 
fun, but he would never do it at someone else’s 
expense.

Be a problem-solver
Your team leader may be working on solving 
problems, but there is no reason why you can’t offer 
solutions yourself. Your teammates will appreciate 
your skills, and this may pays off later when your 
manager considers you for a promotion!

Recognize when you are wrong
A good team player will back off an idea when it 
becomes clear it’s not the right path. If you believe 
strongly that your team is making a mistake, you 
can find a way to come back to the issue when the 
time is right, but being a stubborn stick in the mud 
is not a quality of a good team player.

There is a vitality, a life force, an energy that is translated through you; 
and because there is only one of you in all of time, this expression is unique.
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LEGAL/LABOUR LAW NEWS

I. Four Labour Codes
a.  The Code on Wages
b. The Code on Industrial Relations
c. The Code on Occupational Safety, Healthy & 

Working Conditions
d. The Code on Social Security by simplifying, 

amalgamating and rationalizing the relevant 
provisions of the existing Central Labour Laws.

i. In line with the recommendations of the Second 
National Commission on Labour, the Ministry has taken 
steps for drafting four Labour Codes i.e., the Code on 
Wages, the Code on Industrial Relations, the Code on 
Occupational Safety, Healthy & Working Conditions, the 
Code on Social Security by simplifying, amalgamating 
and rationalizing the relevant provisions of the existing 
Central Labour Laws. Out of these 4 labour Codes, 
the Code on Wages, 2019, has been notified on 8th 
August, 2019 in the Gazette of India. The Occupational 
Safety, Health and Working Conditions Code, 2019 
was introduced in Lok Sabha on 23rd July 2019 and 
subsequently, referred to the Parliamentary standing 
Committee on Labour for examination. The Industrial 
Relations Code, 2019 has been introduced in Lok 
Sabha on 28th November, 2019. The Code on Social 
Security, 2019 has been approved by the Cabinet for its 
introduction in Parliament.

ii. These Labour Codes, inter-alia, issues relating to 
Minimum Wage, social security and working conditions 
for Workers. For health care, Ayushman Bharat-
Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana (AB-PMJAY) 
provides health coverage up to Rs.5.00 lakh per family 
per annum to around 10.74 crore deprived families 
based on the Socio Economic Caste Census (SECC) 
for secondary and tertiary care hospitalization.

iii. The proposed codification will also make the existing 
Labour Laws in sync with the emerging economic 
scenario ; reduce the complexity by providing uniform 
definitions and reduction in Multiple Authorities under 
various Acts and bring transparency and accountability 
in enforcement of labour laws. This is turn would lead 
to ease of compliance, catalyzing the setting up of 
manufacturing units including boosting Labour intensive 
industries such as agriculture and manufacturing 
exports. This would lead to enhancement in 
employment opportunities as well as its formalization 
along with ensuring safety, social security and welfare 
of Workers. This information was given by Minister of 
State (I/C) for Labour and Employment of Lok Sabha.

- Press Information Bureau, Govt, of India.

II. Pension Schemes for Social Security
 For old age protection in the form of monthly Pension, 

Ministry of Labour & Employment has launched Pradhan 
Mantri Shram Yogi Maan-dhan Yojana, which is a voluntary 
and contributory Pension Scheme for providing monthly 
minimum assured Pension of Rs.3,000 on attaining the 
age of 60 years. The unorganized Workers in the age 
group of 18-40 years whose Monthly Income is Rs.15,000 
or less and not a member of EPFO/ESIC/NPS can join the 
scheme. Under the scheme, 50% monthly contribution is 
payable by the beneficiary and equal matching contribution 
is paid by the Central Government. The enrolment is 
being done through the country-wide network of 3.50 lakh 
Common Service Centres under the Ministry of Electronics 
and Information Technology. Facility has been made for 
online enrolment. Monthly subscription is being deducted 
through auto-debit facility.

 Draft Code on Social Security, 2019 has been prepared 
by amalgamating, simplifying and rationalizing the relevant 
provisions of the existing Nine Central Labour Acts relating 
to social security for organized and unorganized sector 
Workers, which aims towards expansion of coverage of 
social security. Presently, the draft code on Social Security 
2019 is under pre-legislative consultative process. This 
information was given by Union Minister of State (I/C) for 
Labour and Employment of Lok Sabha.

- Press Information Bureau, Govt. of India
III. EPF amount in Public Limited Companies

i. The Employees’ Provident Funds & Miscellaneous 
Provisions (EPF & MP) Act, 1952 is applicable to every 
establishment employing 20 or more persons which 
is either a factory engaged in any industry specified 
in Schedule-I of the Act or an establishment to which 
the Act has been made applicable by the Central 
Government by Notification in the Official Gazette. 
In order to extend social security benefits to al the 
eligible Workers in the country, continuous efforts are 
made to bring the coverable establishments under the 
EPF & MP Act, 1952 and also for bringing the eligible 
Employees under the umbrella of Schemes under 
the Act. As on 31.3.2019, 197 industries/classes of 
establishments are notified for coverage which has 
brought 4.69 crores contributory members within ambit 
of EPF. This information was given by Union Minister of 
Sate (I/C) for Labour and Employment of Lok Sabha.

ii. Employees’ Provident Fund Organization (EPFO), is 
investing in Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) based 
on Nifty 50, Sensex, Central Public Sector Enterprises 
(CPSEs) and Bharat 22 Indices. EPFO does not 
invest in shares and equities of individual Companies. 
The total amount invested by EPFO in ETFs as on 
September, 2019 is Rs.86,966 crore. The Central 
Board of Trustees (CBT), Employees’ Provident Fund 
(EPF) in its 207th meeting held on 31.3.2015 decided 
to invest only in ETFs in the category of equity and 
related investments.

- Press Information Bureau, Govt. of India
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What is droop, and does it affect Rotodynamic Pump 
Operation? 
Some centrifugal pump head – rate-of-flow curves exhibit 
a characteristic commonly referred to as droop (see Figure 
9.6.3.3.8a). A drooping head – rate-of-flow curve is one where the 
zero rate of flow head (shutoff head) is lower than the maximum 
head on the curve. This phenomenon often occurs in low to 
medium specific speed pumps, ns < 68 (Ns < 3500) that have 
been designed to optimize efficiency. Droop does not present 
an application problem unless one or more of the following 
conditions exist: 

1. The system head curve intersects the pump curve at two or 
more rates of flow.

2. The pump is operated in parallel with one or more other 
pumps at a system head that is greater than the pump shutoff 
head.

3. A continuously rising curve is required for control purposes. 
For example, systems such as those requiring pressure 
control.  

Pump head versus rate-of-flow curve illustrating a ‘droop’

PUMP 
F A Q

÷¯õP®	GßÓ	öŒõÀ¾US	CønuÀ	AÀ»x	CnUP©õP	

C¸zuÀ	 GßÖ	 ö£õ¸Ò.	 ÷¯õP®	 Gß£x	 C¢v¯õÂÀ	

EÒÍ	 BÖ	 uzxÁ•øÓPÎÀ	 •UQ¯©õÚ	 JßÓõS®.	

÷¯õPõÂß	÷uõØÓ®	ÂÁõuzvØS	Em£mk	C¸UQßÓx.	

Cx	÷Áu	Põ»zvØS	•ß÷£	÷uõßÔ	C¸UP»õ®	GßÖ	

P¸u¨£kQÓx.	]¢x	\©öÁÎ	|õP›Pzvß	uÍ[PÎÀ	EÒÍ	

]»	•zvøµPÒ	 J¸	 ö£õxÁõÚ	 ÷¯õPõ	 AÀ»x	 v¯õÚ	

{ø»PøÍ	 ¦ÒÎÂÁµ[PÒ	 Põmi	 ]zu›UQßÓÚ.	C¢x	

uzxÁzvß	£i	÷¯õP®	Gß£x	^Áõz©õ,		£µ©õz©õÄhß		

Cønu¾UPõÚ	ÁÈ	GÚ¨£kQÓx.	÷¯õPzvß	£õøu°À	

öŒÀ£Áº	÷¯õQ	GÚ¨£kQÓõº.

÷¯õPzvß Gmk A[P[PÒ

C¯©®		ªuÁõu®,		Œõµõv¸zuÀ,		÷£µõøŒ	AØÓ	ußø©,	

Â÷ÁP	©ØÓ		ußø©		©ØÖ®	E›ø©	öPõshõhõv¸zuÀ.

{¯©® ¦Ûu®, ÷£õxö©ßÓ ©Ú® / v¸¨v, Psi¨¦/ 

GÎø©,	PØÓÀ	©ØÖ®	PhÄÎh®	\µnõPv.

B\Ú®,	Cuß	ö£õ¸Ò	A©ºuÀ	AÀ»x	Eh¼ß	{ø».

¤µõnõ¯õ©®	 (‰aøŒ	 AhUSuÀ)	 ¨µõnõ,	 ‰a_,	

A¯©õ,	 AhUSuÀ	AÀ»x	 {ÖzxuÀ	 ÷©¾®	 ÁõÌUøP	

KmhzøuU	Pmk£kzxuÀ	GÚÄ®	ö£õ¸Ò£k®.

¨µz¯õíµ®	(uÛ¯õP	}USuÀ)	¦Ó	E»P	ö£õ¸ÒPÎÀ	

C¸¢x	I®¦»ßPøÍ²®	Â»USuÀ.

uõµõøÚ	 (©Ú	 J¸ø©¨£õk/©Úøu	 J¸	 {ø»¨	

£kzxuÀ)	 J÷µ	 ö£õ¸Îß	 «x	 PÁÚzøu	 {ø»¨	

£kzxuÀ.

v¯õÚ®	 (v¯õÚ®)	 v¯õÚvØS	 GkzxUöPõsh	

ö£õ¸Îß	Esø©zußø©ø¯	BÌ¢x	]¢vzuÀ.

\©õv	(£ug\¼)	(Âmk	Âkuø»	BuÀ)	EnºÄPøÍ	

v¯õÛUS®	ö£õ¸Ðhß	CønzxÂkuÀ.

÷¯õPõ Pø» Áµ»õÖ

Applying pumps with drooping head curves in these conditions 
may cause the pump to be pushed back to shutoff, or to “hunt” 
between two operating points. Neither condition is desirable. 
In these cases, the allowable operating region may require 
further limitation and/or appropriate system controls may be 
implemented. In the absence of any of the above conditions, 
pumps with drooping head curves can perform as well as pumps 
with continually rising curves. 

To understand the heart and mind of a person, 
look not at what he has already achieved, but at what he aspires to do.





th nd20 - 22  May 2020
CODISSIA Trade Fair Complex, Coimbatore

Source   Successful  Outsourcingfor 

 Edition8
th

CODISSIA
Intec Technology Centre

Mobile : 99655 15182  /  73730 03305 / 88705 60333
E-mail : subcon@codissia.com  Website : www.subcon.codissia.com

Participant Profile :

l  Pump & Motor Industry l Foundry Equipments & its Products l Textile Machineries and Spares 

l Tools, Dies & Moulds l Automation Equipment l Machine Tools and Accessories l Material 

Handling Equipments l Process Machineries l Gears l Machined & Fabricated parts l Auto & 

Auto Components l Plastic & Polymer products l Hydraulics & Pneumatics l Packaging 

Machinery l Electrical & Electronics Appliances l Furniture l Computer Hardware, IT Products  l 

Food Products  l Machinery, Material Suppliers l Banks & Promotional Agencies  etc.

SUBCON 2020 - A source for successful outsourcing, announces the arrival of its 
eighth successful edition.  SUBCON 2020  presents you with an unique 
opportunity to meet some of India's biggest manufacturers and many large and 
medium enterprises, who have earned distinct reputation for their quality. This is 
also the platform for large industries to meet their potential vendors for 
outsourcing needs.

Rs.2000/-
Per Sq. Mtr.

+GST
Special Subsidised

Tariff

STALL BOOKINGS
OPEN

Meet Your Potential Vendor

Gold Sponsors Conference Partner E-Magazine PartnerSupported by

Procurement and Markeng Support 
Scheme for Registered MSME Units 

Space Rent Charges 

l 80% Subsidy on Built up Space rent 
paid for General Category units. 

l Stall Size of 9 Sq. Mtr. for 
Micro and Small Enterprises.

l 100% for SC/ST/Women

Grab the opportunity

Note : As per guidelines on 
“Procurement and Markeng Support (Revised)” issued by the 

Ministry of MSME, Govt. of India on 20.11.2019
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Ways to Boost 
TeamWork resulTs

Just as a single failed component can halt 
production, a disgruntled worker can foil a project. 

On the line, teamwork is essential for completing 
necessary tasks.

In a Harvard Business Review blog post, 
researcher Tammy Erickson says teams do best 
when each individual works within a well-defined 
role but with the freedom to define how day-to-day 
work is performed.

Proper recognition for a job well done also 
matters. Another recent study found that 64% 
of employees leave their job because they feel 
unappreciated by their manager, Workforce 
Magazine reports.

So if teamwork can be toxic under the wrong 
conditions, especially when individual contributions 
go unrecognized, how about revisiting incentives? 
Here are five ideas for supporting healthy teamwork:

1. Create shared interests. Teams will find ways 
to work together well if everyone has a stake in 
the outcome. Design team-specific rewards that 
depend on total team commitment. Meeting an 
early deadline, for example. For every day the 
team beats deadline – without compromising 
quality or requirements – offer an extra day off.

2. Banish individual evaluations. For all the 
clichés used to describe teamwork, every good 
team is made up of skilled individuals who want 
to be recognized for their contributions. Cater to 

this impulse, but do so creatively by scheduling 
team evaluations every six months. Use the 
opportunity to highlight and reward individual 
wins in the context of achieving something 
greater.

3. Set team targets. No more goals and objectives 
for each employee. Everyone on the line teams 
up with a handful of others, with each group 
working towards a set of goals that, if achieved, 
will help the company reach revenue and profit 
targets.

4. Eliminate one-on-one meetings. Doing so may 
alienate the spotlight hogs, but eliminating 
individual sit-downs reinforces the team concept 
while allowing managers to focus time on team 
structure, dynamics, and output. What’s more, 
in stripping away a layer of administration, 
you’ll be making more time for production.

5. Make it a sport. Just as in sports, teams need 
rivals. Define clear and measurable short-term 
goals for each team on the factory floor. Post 
progress in common areas, on internal websites, 
and in newsletters. Make sure everyone knows 
who is leading and publicly recognize winners.

Teamwork matters, but team dynamics matter 
more. Create the right incentives, review regularly, 
and introduce a little healthy competition in the 
process and everyone – from employees on down to 
shareholders – will come out a winner.

Cover Story

I don't know what your destiny will be, but one thing I know: 
The only ones among you who will be truly happy are those who have sought and found how to serve.



9843924422

 ,
9843709618

Our Products
Bearings, Blocks, Sleeves, Lubrication
Liner Bushes, Clutch Bearings, Belting Products 
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‰øÍ°ß	 J¸	 £UPzvÀ	 µzu	 Kmh®	 SøÓ¢x,	

A¢u¨	 £Sv	 öŒ¯À£hõ©À	 ÷£õS®÷£õx,	

Eh¼ß	 Gvº£õPzvÀ	 J¸	 øP,	 J¸	 PõÀ	 ©ØÖ®	

•PzvÀ	J¸	£Sv	öŒ¯»ØÖ¨	÷£õÁøu¨	‘£UPÁõu®’ 
(Stroke)	GßÖ	öŒõÀQ÷Óõ®.

Á»x,	Chx	GßÖ	‰øÍø¯	Cµsk	£SvPÍõP¨	

¤›UP»õ®.	 Eh¼ß	 Á»x	 £UPa	 öŒ¯À£õmøh	

Chx	 £UP	 ‰øÍ	 Pmk¨£kzxQÓx.	 Chx	 £UPa	

öŒ¯À£õmøh	 Á»x	 £UP	 ‰øÍ	 PsPõoUQÓx.	

BP÷Á,	 ‰øÍ°ß	 Á»x	 £UP®	 öŒ¯À£hÂÀø»	

GßÓõÀ,	Eh¼À	Chx	£UP®	öŒ¯À£hõx.	‰øÍ°ß	

Chx	 £UP®	 öŒ¯À£hÂÀø»	 GßÓõÀ,	 Eh¼À	

Á»x	 £UP®	 öŒ¯À£hõx.	 ö£õxÁõP,	 Á»x	 £UP®	

£UPÁõu®	 Á¸©õÚõÀ	 ÷£a_	 £õvUS®.	 Põµn®,	

÷£a_USz	 ÷uøÁ¯õÚ	 \ªUøbPÒ	‰øÍ°ß	Chx	

£UPzv¼¸¢x	Á¸Áxuõß.

Põµn[PÒ
50	 Á¯øuz	 uõsi¯ÁºPÐUS	C¢u	Áõ#¨¦	AvP®.	

AuõÁx,	 C¢u	 Á¯xUS	 ÷©À	 £zuõskPÐUS	

J¸	 •øÓ	 £UPÁõu®	 Á¸QÓ	 Áõ#¨¦	 2	 ©h[S	

AvP›UQÓx.	 Sk®£zvÀ	 ö£Ø÷Óõ¸US	 AÀ»x	

AÁºPÎß	 \¢uv°Ú¸US	 £UPÁõu®	 Á¢v¸¢uõÀ,	

AÁºPÒ	 Sk®£zvÀ	 ¤Ó¢uÁºPÐUS	 ¯õ¸US	

÷Ásk©õÚõ¾®	Áµ»õ®.

E¯º	 µzu	AÊzu®,	}›ÈÄ,	AvP	 µzuU	öPõÊ¨¦,	

©õµøh¨¦,	 Cu¯ÁõÀÄ	 ÷PõÍõÖPÒ,	 Cu¯a	

öŒ¯¼Ç¨¦,	 Cu¯zxi¨¦U	 ÷PõÍõÖPÒ	 ÷£õßÓøÁ	

£UPÁõu®	Á¸ÁuØS	AizuÍ®	Aø©UQßÓ	•UQ¯	

÷|õ#PÒ.	 ¦øP¨¤izuÀ,	AkzuÁº	Âk®	¦øPø¯a	

_Áõ]zuÀ,	 ©x	 A¸¢xuÀ,	 £¸©ß,	 EhÀ	 EøÇ¨¦	

SøÓ¢u	 ÁõÌUøP•øÓ	 BQ¯øÁ	 £UPÁõu®	

Á¸Áøuz	 yskQßÓÚ.	 uø»UPõ¯®,	 ‰øÍ°À	

HØ£k®	öuõØÖ	÷£õßÓÁØÓõ¾®	£UPÁõu®	Áµ»õ®.	

•ß	 AÔÂ¨¦PÒ	 CßÔ	 £UPÁõu®	 ö£¸®£õ¾®	

vjöµßÖuõß Á¸QÓx.

£UPÁõuzvß AÔSÔPÒ
1.	•PzvÀ	 AÀ»x	 Eh¼À	 J¸	 £UPzvÀ	

©µzx¨÷£õuÀ,	 £»ÃÚ®	 AøhuÀ,	 uÍºa]	

AøhuÀ	 AÀ»x	 J¸	 £UP©õP	 CÊ¨£x	 ÷£õßÓ	

EnºÄ,	EhÀ	öŒ¯¼ÇzuÀ.

2.	÷£_®÷£õx	 vjöµÚ	 ÁõºzøuPÒ	 SÇÖuÀ...	

©ØÓÁºPÒ	÷£_Áøu¨	¦›¢xöPõÒÁvÀ	¤µa\øÚ...	

GÎ¯	 ÁõUQ¯[PøÍUTh	 öÁÎ¨£kzu	 •i¯õu	

{ø»ø©...

3.	|hUS®÷£õx	 uÒÍõkuÀ...	 ÷|µõP	 {ØP	

•i¯õu	 {ø»ø©,	 J¸	 Põ¼À	 ©mk®	 Enºa]	

SøÓ¢v¸¨£x...

4.	÷£]UöPõsi¸US®÷£õx	\möhßÖ	]»	ö|õiPÒ	

÷£a_	 {ßÖ÷£õS®.	 £õºøÁ	 vjöµßÖ	 SøÓ¢x	

Eh÷Ú	öuÎÁõS®.	Cµmøh¨	£õºøÁ	HØ£k®.

|h¢x	öŒÀ¾®÷£õx	uø»_ØÖ®.	EnøÁ	Áõ#USU	

öPõsköŒÀ¾®÷£õx	 øP	 uk©õÖ®.	 øPö¯Êzx¨	

÷£õk®÷£õx	 øP	 ÂµÀPÒ	 vjöµÚ	 JzxøÇUPõx.	

ÁÇUPzxUS	©õÓõÚ	uø»Á¼,	Áõ¢v.

£UPÁõu	 ÷|õ°ß	 AÔSÔPÒ	 öÁÎ°À	 öu›¢u	

2	 AÀ»x	 3	 ©o	 ÷|µzxUSÒ	 uUP	 ]QaøŒ	

AÎUPõÂmhõÀ	 Eh¼ß	 J¸	 £Sv	 •ÊÁx©õP	

öŒ¯¼Ç¢xÂk®.	BP÷Á,	Põ»®	uõÌzuõ©À	]QaøŒ	

ö£ÖQÓÁºPÐUS	£õv¨¦	SøÓ²®.

uk¨£x uõß G¨£i?

µzu	 AÊzu®	 \›¯õP	 C¸UPmk®!	 •¨£x	 Á¯xUS	

÷©Ø£mhÁºPÒ	©õu®	J¸•øÓ	u[PÒ	µzu	AÊzuzøu	

÷ŒõvzxU	 öPõÒÍ	 ÷Ásk®.	 C¢u	 AÍÄ	 AvP©õP	

C¸¢uõÀ,	 AøuU	 Pmk¨£kzu	 ©¸zxÁºPÒ	

£›¢xøµUS®	 ©õzvøµPøÍz	 öuõhº¢x	 •øÓ¨£i	

GkzxUöPõÒÍ	 ÷Ásk®.	 µzu	 AÊzu®	 PmkUSÒ	

C¸UP	÷Áskö©ßÓõÀ,	EnÄ•øÓ²®	•UQ¯®.	µzu	

AÊzu	 ÷|õ#US	 •uÀ	 Gv›	 \ø©¯À	 E¨¦	 (÷Œõi¯®	

S÷Íõøµk).	|õöÍõßÖUS	3	¼¸¢x	5	Qµõ®	Áøµ	E¨¦	

÷£õx©õÚx.	CuØS	÷©À	E¨¦	Eh¾USÒ	÷£õÚõÀ	E¯º	

µzu	AÊzu®	HØ£k®.	Cøuz	uÂºUP	FÖPõ#,	P¸Áõk,	

A¨£Í®.	ÁhP®,	]¨ì,	£õ¨Põºß,	•¢v›¨£¸¨¦,	¦Îzu	

÷©õº	÷£õßÓÁØøÓ	•Êø©¯õPz	uÂºUP	÷Ásk®.

CøÓa],	 •møh°ß	 ©g\ÒP¸,	 u°º,	 ö|#,	

öÁsön#,	 £õ»õøh,	 IìQŸ®,	 Œõì	 ©ØÖ®	 ŒõUö»m	

BQ¯ÁØøÓz	uÂº¨£x	|À»x.	Põµ•®	¦Î¨¦®	ªS¢u	

EnÄPÒ,	 ÷Œõhõ	 E¨¤À	 u¯õ›UP¨£mh	 EnÄPÒ	

BQ¯ÁØøÓ	 JxUP	 ÷Ásk®.	 Gsön°À	 ö£õ›zu,	

ÁÖzu,	FÔ¯	EnÄPÒ	÷Ásh÷Á	÷Áshõ®.	÷u[Põ#	

Gsön²®	£õ©õ°¾®	BP÷Á	BPõx.	 |Àö»sön#,	

Phø»	Gsön#,	̀ ›¯Põ¢v	Gsön#	BQ¯ÁØøÓUTh	

ªPU	 SøÓ¢u	 AÍÂÀuõß	 E£÷¯õQUP	 ÷Ásk®.	

|õºa\zxÒÍ	EnÄPøÍ	Â¸®¤a	Œõ¨¤k[PÒ.	÷Põxø©,	

÷PÌÁµS,	 ÷ŒõÍ®	 ÷£õßÓ	•Ê	 uõÛ¯[PÒ...	 öPõ#¯õ,	

uº¨§\o,	©õxøÍ	÷£õßÓ	£Ç[PÒ...	¥ßì,	£mhõo	

÷£õßÓ	 £¯ÖPÒ...	 ¦vÚõ,	 öPõzu©À¼	 ÷£õßÓ	 £aøŒ	

Cø»PÒ...	 Põ#PÔPÒ,	 RøµPÒ	 BQ¯ÁØÔÀ	 |õºa\zx	

AvP®.

£UPÁõu®

A good criterion for measuring success in life is the number of people you have made happy.
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Session  on ‘Export Opportunities for Engineering Products through IESS 2020’ on 5th February 2020

Sri K V Karthik, Vice President and Dr. C Murugesan, Chairman, Technical Committee met Sri T Kalaivanan, 
Scientist G and DDG, BIS, on 14th February 2020

Session on ‘Smart Energy Savings’ by SANDS on 15th February 2020 at our Association

9th Meeting of Managing Committee Meeting on 26th February 2020



SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL TESTING AND RESEARCH CENTRE 
(A-NOT-FOR-PROFIT SOCIETY TO SERVE ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES) 

Si’Tarc is NABL Accredited Laboratory and having the latest Testing facilities in Electrical Engineering, 
Mechanical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, and Metrology. 

We are glad to inform that Si’Tarc is now emerged with a new added facility of 

 “WATER TESTING IN NABL APPROVED LABORATORY” 

We have world-class equipments in our lab for testing water samples like, 

 Mineral Water
 Effluent Treated Process Water

 RO Water
 Packaged Drinking Water

 Bore well Water
 Waste Water

 Rain Water
 Raw Water etc,.

• All Tests are Conducted as per National/International Standards

• We collect the samples from your doorsteps and provide you the results on-time.

For More Details Contact:

#83,84 Avarampalayam Road, K.R.Puram Post, Coimbatore – 641021.
Ph/Fax: 0422 – 2562612, 2560473. 

Email:sitarcinfo@sitarc.com,Website:www.sitarc.com
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BßªP® AÔ÷Áõ®

	 Esø© |ßø©°ß £UP® CÊzxa 

öŒÀQÓx, 

|ßø© öŒõºPzvß £UP® CÊzxa 

öŒÀ¾®.

	 Phß öPõkzx J¸Á¸US

EuÂ öŒ#Áx uº©zøu Œõ¸®.

	 öPõkUPÀ Áõ[P¼À ö©ßø©¯õP

|h¢x öPõÒÐ[PÒ.

	 CµUP® CÀ»õuÁÝUS

CøÓÁß CµUP¨£mh ©õmhõß.

	 v¸©n® öŒ#¯ Á\v C¸¢x®

v¸©nzøu öŒ#¯õ©À C¸UPõwºPÒ.

|øPa_øÁ

uzxÁ®
	 A›] GßÓõ¾® Aµ]¯À 

GßÓõ¾® PøÍö¯k¨£x 

AÁ]¯®.

	 AvP \¢÷uõåzøu 

öPõkzux® •P¡À 

£» Á¼PøÍ öPõkzux® 

•P¡À...

	 ÁõÛø»ø¯Âh Av÷ÁP©õ# 

©õÖQÓx 

©ÛuÛß ©Ú{ø»..

	 Põ¨£õØÓ ÷Ási¯ ÷|µ[PÎÀ 

K#öÁkUP 

÷£õ#ÂkQÓõº PhÄÒ...

	 ¦ßÚøP AÆÁ¨÷£õx ö£õ# 

§]UöPõÒQÓx... 

ö£õ#²® AÆÁ¨÷£õx 

¦ßÚøP §]UöPõÒQÓx...

	 ¦vuõ# ¤Ó¢u SÇ¢øu |ºêh® ÷£_QÓx...

“|ºì, J¸ ö©õø£À C¸¢uõ öPõk[P.”
“GxUShõ öŒÀ»®?”
“|õß ÷ŒL¨i¯õ ÷»sm B°m÷hÝ öŒõÀÓxUS 

PhÄÒQmh ªìk PõÀ öPõkUPq®!”

	 “ªßŒõµ® uõUQ¯ AÝ£Á® E[PÐUS Eshõ?”
“AöuÀ»õ® JsqªÀ÷».. \®Œõµ® uõUQ¯ 

AÝ£Á® ÷Ánõ Esk!”

	 “hõUhº Gß ©õª¯õ¸US C¨÷£õ EhÀ{ø» G¨£i 

C¸US?”
“ö©Põ ^›¯À ©õv›”
“¦›¯ø»÷¯?”
“CÊzxUQm÷h C¸US”

	 “G[P Pøh» xo Áõ[SÚõ QÈ¯÷Á 

QÈ¯õx Œõº!”
“A¨£i¯õ? A¨÷£õ GÚUS 2 «mhº 

÷Áq®Úõ G¨£i QÈa_ Sk¨¥[P?”

	 “^›¯À, ]Û©õ Cx öµskUS® GßÚ 

Âzv¯õ\®?”
“GkUPÓÁ[P AÊuõ Ax ]Û©õ. 

£õUPÓÁ[P AÊuõ Ax ^›¯À”

©¸zxÁ®
	 CµÄ ÷|µ[PÎÀ öuõhº¢x £o¦›ÁuõÀ 

J¸Á›ß iHßH ÷Œu©øh²®. CuÚõÀ 

÷Pß\º, Cu¯, |µ®¤¯À ÷|õ#PÒ ©ØÖ® 

ÁÍº]øu ©õØÓ[PÎÀ ¤µa]øÚ 

HØ£k® A£õ¯® AvP›US®

	 |õºa\zxÒÍ EnÄPøÍ Es£x 

B²mPõ»zøu AvPõ›US®!

	 öPõ#¯õÁõÚx ªSv¯õÚ 

|õºa\zvøÚ²® SøÓÁõÚ Cµzu 

\ºUPøµø¯²® C¯ØøP¯õP÷Á 

öPõskÒÍx. CuÚõÀ Cµzu AÊzu® 

SøÓUP¨£kQÓx.

	 ÂÀÁzuÎøµ ÁuUQa `mkhß Ps 

Cø©PÎÀ JØÓh® øÁUP Ps Á¼, 

Ps ]P¨¦, A›zuÀ Sn©õS®. Cuß 

Cø» Põ\ ÷|õø¯z ukUS®. öuõzx 

Â¯õvPøÍ }US®.

	 Áõ#¨¦s, ShÀ ¦s ÷£õßÓ 

÷|õ#PøÍ²® wºUP ÁÀ»x Põ\÷|õø¯ 

Sn©õUS®. \Î, ui©ß, ‰UPøh¨¦, 

Ps G›a\À ÷£õßÓÁØøÓ²® 

Sn©õUS® ÂÀÁ¨£Ç®.

	 |À» |mø£ ÷uiUöPõÒÍ £» Á¸h® ÷£õuõx

|À» |mø£ Gv›¯õUP J¸ {ªh® ÷£õx®.

	 J¸ ÷uõÇÛh® En¸® uõ°ß Aß¦

J¸ ÷uõÈUS Âø» ©vUP •i¯õu ö£õUQå®.

	 C»USPÍØÓ ÁõÌøP Gß£x

xk¨¦PÍØÓ £hS¨ £¯n® ÷£õßÓx.

	 AßÖ Gß AÊøP \zu® ÷Pmk ]›zuÁ÷Í

CßÖ® AÊQ÷Óß ]›¨£uØS } CÀø» GßÖ.

	 uõ# GÝ® w£® C¢u E»QÀ _hº Âmk G›ÁuõÀ uõß

£õ\® GÝ® JÎ C¢u E»QÀ CßÚ•® ªßÛ Á¸QÓx.

PÂøu

The time is always right to do what is right.
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MoU signed with P.A.Institutions, Pollachi on 13th February 2020

A Project Dissemination Workshop & Technology Suppliers Meet under UNIDO Project held on 19th February 2020

Special Address By COINDIA President Shri. Jayakumar 
Ramdass at the Joint Felicitation Meeting (Leadership of the 

Passionate always finds purpose) held on 22nd February 2020

The Committee of Hosts organised a felicitation to Dr. Venu Srinivasan, CMD-TVS  Motor Company recipient of Deming 
Distinguished  Service Award – 2019, Padma Bhushan – 2020 and Dr. Jairam Varadaraj, Managing Director, ELGI Equipments  

Limited, being awarded the Deming Prize for Excellence in TQM 2019 on 22nd February 2020

Coindia aCtivities
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1.	 ÁõÌöÁß£x	E°º	EÒÍ	Áøµ	©mk÷©!

2.	 ÷uøÁUS	öŒ»Âk.

3.	 AÝ£ÂUP	uS¢uÚ	AÝ£Â.

4.	 C¯ßÓ	Áøµ	¤Ó¸US	ö£õ¸ÐuÂ	öŒ#.

5.	 ©ØÖ®	ãÁPõ¸s¯zøu	Pøh¤i.

6.	 CÛ	A÷|P	BskPÒ	ÁõÇ¨÷£õÁvÀø».

7.	 E°º	 ÷£õS®	 ÷£õx,	 GxÄ®	 öPõsk	 öŒÀ»	

÷£õÁxªÀø».	 BP÷Á,	 AvP©õÚ	 ]UPÚ®	

AÁ]¯ªÀø».

8.	 ©i¢u	¤ß	GßÚ	|hUS®	GßÖ	SÇ®£õ÷u.

9.	 E°º	¤›¯	uõß	ÁõÌÄ.	J¸	|õÒ	¤›²®.	_ØÓ®,	|m¦,	

öŒÀÁ®,	GÀ»õ÷©	¤›¢x	Âk®.

10.	E°º	EÒÍ	Áøµ,	B÷µõUQ¯©õP	C¸.

11.	EhÀ	|»®	CÇ¢x	£n®	÷ŒºUPõ÷u.

12.	Eß	SÇ¢øuPøÍ	÷£q.	AÁºPÎh®	Aß£õ#	C¸.

13.	AÆÁ¨÷£õx	£›_PÒ	AÎ.

14.	AÁºPÎh®	 AvP®	 Gvº£õµõ÷u.	 Aiø©¯õPÄ®	

BPõ÷u.

15.	ö£Ø÷ÓõºPøÍ	 ©vUS®	 SÇ¢øuPÒ	 Th,	 £õ\©õ#	

C¸¢uõ¾®,	 £o	 Põµn©õP÷Áõ,	 `Ì{ø»	

Pmhõ¯zuõ÷»õ,	 EßøÚ	 PÁÛUP	 C¯»õ©À	

uÂUP»õ®,	¦›¢x	öPõÒ!

16. Aøu¨÷£õ», ö£Ø÷Óõøµ ©vUPõu SÇ¢øuPÒ, Eß 

öŒõzx	£[RmkUS	\søh	÷£õh»õ®.

17.	Eß	 öŒõzøu	 uõß	 AÝ£ÂUP,	 }	 ^UQµ®	 ŒõP	

÷Áskö©Ú,	÷ÁsiUöPõÒÍ»õ®.	ö£õÖzxUöPõÒ.

18.	AÁºPÒ	 E›ø©ø¯	 ©mk®	 AÔÁº;	 Phø©	 ©ØÖ®	

Aßø£ AÔ¯õº.

19.	AÁµÁº	ÁõÌÄ,	AÁµÁº	Âv¨£i	GÚ	AÔ¢x	öPõÒ.

20.	C¸US®	÷£õ÷u	SÇ¢øuPÐUS	öPõk.

21.	BÚõÀ,	 {ø»ø©ø¯	 AÔ¢x,	 AÍ÷Áõk	 öPõk.	

GÀ»õÁØøÓ²®	u¢x	Âmk,	¤ß	øP	H¢uõ÷u.

22.	GÀ»õ÷©	 |õß	 CÓ¢u	 ¤ÓS	 uõß	 GÚ,	 E°À	 GÊv	

øÁzvµõ÷u.	 }	 G¨÷£õx	CÓ¨£õ#	 GÚ	Gvº	 £õºzx	

Põzv¸¨£º.

23.	GÚ÷Á,	 öPõk¨£øu	 {øÚ¨£øu	 ©mk®	 •u¼À	

öPõkzx	Âk;	÷©¾®	uµ	÷Ási¯øu,	¤ÓS	öPõk.

24.	©õØÓ	•i¯õuøu,	©õØÓ	•øÚ¯õ÷u.

25.	©ØÓÁº	 Sk®£	 {ø»	 Psk,	 ö£õÓõø©¯õÀ	

Áu[Põ÷u!

26.	Aø©v¯õP,	©QÌa]÷¯õk	C¸.

27.	¤Ó›h®	EÒÍ	|ØSn[PøÍ	Psk	£õµõmk.

28.	|s£ºPÎh®	AÍÁÍõÄ.

29.	|À»	 EnÄ	 Esk,	 |øh	 £°Ø]	 öŒ#x,	 EhÀ	

|»®	 ÷£o,	 CøÓ	 £Uv	 öPõsk,	 Sk®£zvÚº,	

|s£ºP÷Íõk	P»¢x	EÓÁõi,	©Ú	{øÓ÷Áõk	ÁõÌ.

30.	CßÝ®	C¸£x,	•¨£x,	|õØ£x	BskPÒ,	_»£©õP	

Ki	Âk®!

31.	ÁõÌøÁ	Psk	PÎ!

32.	µ\øÚ÷¯õk	ÁõÌ!

33.	ÁõÌUøP	ÁõÌÁuØ÷P!

34.	|õßS	|£ºPøÍ	¦ÓUPo!

 w ©øh¯ß

 w	_¯|»UPõµß

 w	•mhõÒ

 w	K#ÁõP C¸¨£Áß

35.	|õßS	|£ºPÐhß	÷uõÇø©	öPõÒÍõ÷u!

 w	ö£õ#¯ß

 w	x÷µõQ

 w	ö£õÓõø©UøPµß

 w	©©øu	¤izuÁß

36.	|õßS	|£ºPÐhß	PiÚ©õP	|hUPõ÷u!

 w	AÚõøu

 w	HøÇ

 w	•v¯Áº

 w	÷|õ¯õÎ

ÁÒÍ»õº TÔ¯ 
AØ¦u©õÚ ÁõÌUøP ÷£õuøÚ

CuØS ÷©À GÁ¸® AÔÄøµ TÓ C¯»õx

43 AÔÄøµPÒ!

Let yourself be silently drawn by the stronger pull of what you really love.
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37.	|õßS	|£ºPÐUS	EÚx	öPõøhø¯	ukUPõ÷u!

 w	©øÚÂ

 w	¤ÒøÍPÒ

 w	Sk®£®

 w	÷ŒÁPß

38.	|õßS	Â\¯[PøÍ	B£µn©õP	Ao!

 w	ö£õÖø©

 w	 Œõ¢u Sn®

 w	AÔÄ

 w	Aß¦

39.	|õßS	|£ºPøÍ	öÁÖUPõ÷u!

 w	u¢øu

 w	uõ#

 w	 \÷Põuµß

 w	 \÷Põu›

40.	|õßS	Â\¯[PøÍ	SøÓ!

 w	EnÄ

 w	yUP®

 w	÷Œõ®£À

 w	÷£a_

41.	|õßS	Â\¯[PøÍ	yUQ¨÷£õk!

 w	ÃxUP®

 w	ÃPÁø»

 w	C¯»õø©

 w	Pg\zuÚ®

42.	|õßS	|£ºPÐhß	÷Œº¢x	C¸!

 w	©Úzy#ø©	EÒÍÁß

 w	ÁõUøP {øÓ÷ÁØÖ£Áß

 w	Pso¯©õÚÁß

 w	Esø©¯õÍß

43.	|õßS	Â\¯[PÒ	öŒ#!

 w	v¯õÚ®, ÷¯õPõ

 w	¡À	Áõ]¨¦

 w	EhØ£°Ø]

 w	÷ŒøÁ	öŒ#uÀ

ÁõÌUøP ÁÍ® ö£Ó 

CzuøP¯	öŒ¯ÀPøÍ	Pøh	¤i²[PÒ

To be yourself in a world that is constantly trying to make you 
something else is the greatest accomplishment.

DEPARTMENT OF ROBOTICS AND 
AUTOMATION ENGINEERING

PSG COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY

Sl. 
No Name of the Course Duration Course Fee 

(Rs.) Timings Starts on

1 PLC, HMI & SCADA Programming 1 Month 
Part-time 6000 6.00 pm – 

8.00 pm 07.03.2020

2 Robotic Welding 1 Week 
Full-time 4000 9.00 am – 

4.30 pm 23.03.2020

3 CNC Programming & Maintenance 1 Month 
Part-time 6000 6.00 pm – 

8.00 pm 23.03.2020

4 Industrial Robot Programming & its 
Operations

4 Days 
Full-time 4000 9.00 am – 

4.30 pm 25.03.2020

For details and registration contact

Ms. K. Vidya
K 301, Department of Robotics and Automation Engineering 

PSG College of Technology, Peelamedu, Coimbatore - 641 004 
Ph: 99521 03409



Most of the industries and organizations try to 
execute their planned strategy by transferring the 
responsibilities onto the different areas and levels 
of the company. This limits their responsibility area 
to monitoring the actions they are expected to carry 
out. This approach, in most cases, ensure that results 
are below expectations.

However, why are results often not achieved? 
Organizations need to implement a new way 
of monitoring the actions planned and the 
results achieved, one that ensures an adequate 
implementation of the strategy and allows for a 
faster and more effective response to deviation. 
What organizations need is what we call daily 
management.

What is Daily Management?
Daily Management (or DM) is a continuous 

process that ensures the work is done in the right 
way and at the right time, in order to achieve 
business success according to the company’s 
strategic objectives. It entails the routine monitoring 
of actions, as defined by the strategy deployment, to 
verify if the expected results are being achieved and 
– if they are not – come up with corrective measures 
in a timely manner. Daily Management allows 
people at all levels of the organization to clearly 
visualize whether the performance is good or bad 
on any given day.

It helps to easily identify any deviation from 
target, which makes everybody involved in the 

Daily Work Management:
A ZED Parameter

process equally responsible for taking the necessary 
actions to quickly correct the problem and restore 
the expected level of performance.

Deploying strategy to all levels

Daily Management starts with a solid process 
for shaping and then deploying strategy, which has 
its foundation in the definition and communication 
of the organization’s “mission statement.” This 
explicitly expresses the company’s priorities for the 
near future.

This is then translated into specific indicators 
at macro level, which then cascade down to the 
functional levels until they reach the work cells and 
ultimately each employee. Everyone has to be aware 
of the priorities and challenges of the company 
and how they relate to their job. That is why it is 
so important to define the True North in adequate 
terms: so that people are more likely to be proactive 
in helping the company to achieve success.

The transformation of the indicators defined 
at the macro level into individual goals for each 
employee and job is a necessary step towards the 
turnaround of an industry. With everyone involved 
in the decision-making process and given his or 
her own responsibility, the probability of achieving 
success increases manifold.

courtesy: QuALITY INDIA
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O F F I C E  S P A C E

Office Space available for rent at
 SIEMA Buildings, 8/4, Race Course, Coimbatore – 18 

with parking facilities and other amenities
Please Contact: 
 9842831147

The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others.
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Our activities 
during February 2020
Union Budget meeting at ICCI
Sri V Krishnakumar attended the meeting organised 
by the Indian Chamber of Commerce and industry, 
on live telecast Union Budget and press meet on 
1st February 2020 at Chamber Towers.

MNRE Meeting
Sri Mithun Ramdas, Vice President attended the 
meeting on Testing of Solar Pumps under MNRE 
Scheme on 4th February 2020 at MNRE, New Delhi. 
Shri Anand Kumar, IAS, Secretary, Ministry of New 
and Renewable Energy chaired the meeting.

IESS IX 2020
SIEMA jointly with EEPC India organised a session  
on "Export Opportunities for Engineering Products 
through IESS 2020"was held on 5th February 2020 at 
our Association

Governing Council Meeting of ICCI
Sri K V Karthik Vice President attended the 
Governing Council Meeting of Indian Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry, Coimbatore on 
9th February 2020 at Chamber Towers.

CPC - Productivity day and Productivity week
An Inauguration of Productivity day and 
Productivity week Celebrations 12 -18th February 
2020 was held on 12th February 2020 at CPC. 
Sri Mithun Ramdas, Vice President was the Chief 
Guest and delivered inaugural address.

Meeting with the DDG, BIS
Sri K V Karthik, Vice President and Dr. C Murugesan, 
Chairman, Technical Committee met Sri T Kalaivanan, 
Scientist G and DDG, BIS, on 14th February 2020 at 
BIS Coimbatore Office.

Energy savings
SIEMA jointly with TECA organized a session on 
Smart Energy Savings by SIGNALS and Systems 
India P Ltd., (SANDS) on 15th February 2020 at our 
Association.

Official from KPMG
Sri A. Sreedhar, Manager - Infrastructure & 
Government Services, KPMG met Sri Mithun 
Ramdas on 18th February 2020 and discussed about 
the facilities available at Central Tool Room and 
Training Centre, (CTTC) Bhuvaneswar.

PSG STEP Governing Body Meeting
Sri D Vignesh, Vice President attended the Governing 
Body Meeting of PSGCT-STEP on 19th February 
2020 at PSG College of Technology.

Governing Body Meeting of CPC
Sri Mithun Ramdas, Vice President attended 
the 7th Governing Body Meeting of Coimbatore 
Productivity Council on 20th February 2010.

Felicitation
The Committee of Hosts comprising of Indian 
Chamber, SIEMA, CODISSIA, IIF, CBE Chapter, 
and COINDIA organised a felicitation to Dr. Venu 
Srinivasan, CMD-TVS Motor Company recipient 
of Deming Distinguished Service Award – 2019, 
Padma Bhushan – 2020 and Dr. Jairam Varadaraj, 
Managing Director, ELGI Equipments Limited., 
being awarded the Deming Prize for Excellence 
in TQM 2019. Dr. B K Krishnaraj Vanavarayar, 
Chairman, Bharathiya Vidya Bhavan, Coimbatore 
presided over the function at Vivanta by Taj Surya 
on 22nd February 2020.

National LPG Conclave 2020
Dr. C. Murugesan, Chairman, Technical Committee 
attendedthe National LPG Conclave 2020 on 
28th Feb 2020 at Adithiya convention Centre, 
Coimbatore.

Vibrant Kongunadu
Sri Mithun Ramdas, Vice President attended the 
launch of Vibrant Kongunadu Coimbatore on 
29th February 2020 at Hotel the Residency Towers.

Out of clutter, find simplicity. From discord, find harmony. 
In the middle of difficulty lies opportunity.






